EVENT AGENDA

* All sessions are scheduled in Eastern Standard Time (EST)
** Crystal ball marks the keynote sessions

قبول

10:00 - 10:30 am

HOW TO ACCELERATE THE PACE OF DIGITAL CHANGE
– Emmet Keeffe III, Founder, Insight IGNITE, Insight Partners

قبول

10:30 - 11:00 am

PREDICTIONS 2020: DEVOPS
– Charles Betz, Lead DevOps Analyst, Forrester

قبول

11:00 - 11:30 am

PREDICTIONS ON FUTURE OF CYBERSECURITY
– Dr. Chenxi Wang, Managing General Partner, Rain Capital

قبول

11:30 am - 12:00 pm

BUILDING THE ORGANIZATION OF TOMORROW TODAY
– Sid Sijbrandij, Co-founder & CEO, GitLab

قبول

12:00 - 12:30 pm

THE FUTURE OF DEVSOPS
– Mitchell Ashley, CEO, Accelerated Strategies Group

قبول

12:30 - 1:00 pm

TRUSTING THE CLOUD YOU CAN'T TRUST
– Mike Bursell, Chief Security Architect, Red Hat
1:00-1:30pm
Solution Zone Time
Visit the booths, meet the experts, ask questions and get answers!

1:30-2:00pm
PANEL DISCUSSION: 2020 - DEVELOPERS DO SECURITY
– Tim Jarrett, Shiri Ivtsan, Andrei Bezdedeanu, Ron Harnik, Alan Shimel

2:00-2:30pm
PANEL DISCUSSION: CONTINUOUS DELIVERY IN K8S WORLD
– Brendan O’Leary, Shawn Ahmed, Tracy Ragan, Alan Shimel

2:30-3:00pm
PANEL DISCUSSION: LIES, DAMN LIES & ANALYTICS
– Dave Link, Mark Herring, Alan Shimel

3:00-3:30pm
CYBERCRIMINALS WILL HONE IN ON IOT DEVICES FOR SURVEILLANCE AND EXTORTION
– Amit Srivastav

3:00-3:30pm
THE AGE OF THE CLOUD NATIVE SECURITY PLATFORM
– John Morello

3:30-4:00pm
PANEL DISCUSSION: WILL SCALING ENTERPRISE DEVOPS BECOME EASIER?
– Rosalind Radcliffe, Alan Shimel

4:00-4:30pm
2020 DIGITAL AGILITY TRANSFORMATION MANIFESTO, FRAMEWORK, AND PREDICTIONS
– Ming Gong

4:30-5:00pm
THE BUILDERS SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH - THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF IT
– Alan Shimel

* Make sure to join the Wizardry Quest! Earn points by participating in speaker sessions, visiting sponsors booths, chatting with mentors, and interacting with other conference features. EARN BONUS POINTS by finding the hidden magic objects in various rooms and solution zone booths!
SPEAKERS

Alan Shimel
Co-founder & CEO, MediaOps Inc.
As a founder, CEO & editor-in-chief of MediaOps, the company behind DevOps.com, Container Journal, Security Boulevard and Digital Anarchist, as well as co-founder of the DevOps Institute, Alan Shimel is attuned to the world of technology, particularly cloud, DevOps, security and open source. With almost 30 years of entrepreneurial experience, Alan has been instrumental in the success of several organizations. Shimel is an often-cited personality in the security and technology community and is a sought-after speaker at industry and government conferences and events. In addition to his writing, his DevOps Chat podcast, DevOps TV and Digital Anarchist audio and videos are widely followed. Alan attributes his success to a combination of a strong business background and a deep knowledge of technology. His legal background, long experience in the field, and New York street smarts combine to form a unique personality. Mr. Shimel is a graduate of St. Johns University with a Bachelor of Arts in Government and Politics, and holds a JD degree from NY Law School.

Ming Gong
VP & GM, Digital Agility Solutions, UST Global
Ming leads UST Global’s Digital Agility Solutions practice, which focuses on accelerating Enterprise customers’ Agility by implementing holistic solutions and products in areas such as cloud migration, cloud-native development, application modernization, and DevOps for Fortune 1000 companies. Ming is an entrepreneurial leader with a unique blend of experience leading large teams to execute transformational strategies, launch new capabilities in complex organizations, build start-ups, and substantial consulting background with firms such as Accenture, Ariba, and UST Global. He is exceptionally versatile and excels at leading organizations to create new businesses and thrive in this epic time of innovation. Ming has a bachelor’s degree in Computer Information Systems and an MBA from UCLA Anderson School of Management.

Tracy Ragan
CEO, DeployHub
Tracy is CEO and co-founder of DeployHub. She is expert in configuration management practices, continuous integration, continuous delivery and continuous deployment. She currently serves as a board member of the Continuous Delivery Foundation (Linux Foundation) where she is the General Member Representative. She also served on the Eclipse Foundation board as a founding member for 5 years. Tracy began her odyssey in the area of configuration management as a consultant to Wall Street firms building out ways to improve the software build and deploy process through automation (now called DevOps). In 1995, she co-founded OpenMake Software, a private software company that specializes in the automation of cross platform, and accelerated software builds (compiler/link standards). In 2017, Tracy and her team recognized the shift in pipeline management that the new container based architecture would require. This led to the formation of DeployHub, a new product and company focused on bringing microservice configuration mapping, sharing and deployment to high performing development teams. Ortelius was launched as an open source solution for microservice mapping in early 2019 based on a core of the DeployHub code base.

Shawn Ahmed
VP of Product Marketing, CloudBees
Shawn Ahmed is vice president of product marketing at CloudBees. With over 20 years’ experience in building successful and disruptive technology companies, Shawn has empowered retail bank transformations, created predictive analytics and machine learning solutions and operated SAP’s information management business unit as the global vice president. Shawn knows first-hand how critical effective software delivery is to every business. He also spent more than five years training as an MMA fighter and faced tough opponents in his local Orange County league, so his ringside advice can help you win in more than just business.
Brendan O'Leary
Senior Solutions Manager, GitLab

Brendan has a passion for software development and iterating on processes just as quickly as we iterate on code. He is a zealous advocate for the user experience. Brendan can still remember what his first computer - a Tandy 2000 - felt like to use (and break...sorry, Dad). Working with customers to deliver value is what drives Brendan's passion for DevOps and smooth CI/CD implementation. Brendan has worked with a wide range of customers - from the nation's top healthcare institutions to environmental services companies to the Department of Defense. He is also a CI/CD and Jira expert.

Mark Herring
CMO, InfluxData

Mark is a well-rounded silicon-valley executive with proven experience in taking complex technology and making it understandable to the broader audience. He has a deep passion for marketing starting with the developer all the way up to the CIO. Before InfluxData, Mark was VP of corporate and developer marketing at Hortonworks. Previously, Mark has held senior management positions at Software AG, Sun Microsystems, Forte Software, and Oracle. Mark holds a B.S. Degree from the University of Witwatersrand, South Africa.

Dave Link
Founder & CEO, ScienceLogic

David Link has taken ScienceLogic from a local startup to a global award-winning technology. With more than 20 years experience in the service provider and IT management industry, David built ScienceLogic into one of the fastest growing technology companies in the world. From the start his vision for ScienceLogic has been to enable the industry to embrace a smarter way of managing complex IT environments. David previously served as senior vice president and a corporate officer at Interliant, where he helped establish the company’s strong presence in the ASP/MSP market. He also held senior management positions within IBM’s Software Division, leading the development of Internet commerce products, and with CompuServe, building global online communication solutions for businesses and consumers. He holds a bachelor of science degree from Denison University.

Andrei Bezdedeanu
VP of Engineering, ZeroNorth

Andrei Bezdedeanu’s focus as vice president of engineering is on platform development, partner integrations and early customer experience. Prior to joining ZeroNorth, Andrei was Head of Application Development at Grantham, Mayo, Van Otterloo, LLC, in Boston, a global investment leader with expertise in quantitative management of multi-asset class strategies. At GMO he led a team of 120 developers, project managers and support engineers, and implemented applications for research, portfolio analysis, trading and operations. He is a seasoned technology leader and Certified Scrum Master with almost 20 years of experience in financial services technology, developing complex systems and managing engineering teams of various sizes.

Amit Srivastav
CEO, WootCloud Inc.

Amit is the CEO of WootCloud Inc., a market leading cyber security platform focused on securing the Internet of Things. Amit is also an Investor and Advisor to some of the most promising start ups as well as mature technology businesses on a global basis. Until November 2018, Amit was the President of Technology Services at Infinite Computer Solutions, a global technology company with revenues topping US$500 million where he had direct ownership and responsibility for Infinite’s IT services & product revenues and operating margins. With his keen insights into the world of business and management, Amit is often sought for his opinions on the current and future state of the industry by various professional organizations and publications such as Fortune magazine.
Shiri Ivtsan  
**Senior Product Manager, WhiteSource**

Shiri is an experienced cloud solutions architect and product manager and holds a B.Sc. in Industrial Engineering and Management. Prior to joining WhiteSource as a product manager, Shiri worked for various companies where she held roles in R&D, such as solutions architect, R&D team leader and product manager.

Tim Jarrett  
**Director, Enterprise Security Strategy, Veracode**

Tim Jarrett is Senior Director of Product Management at CA Veracode. A Grammy-award winning product professional with more than 20 years of experience building and marketing software, he joined Veracode in 2008 and has a Bacon number of 3. He has previously spoken at the RSA Conference, BSides SF, DevOpsDays NYC, ApacheCon Europe, and BrisTech, as well as on webcasts for DevOps.com, Black Hat, SC Magazine, Dark Reading, and the SANS Institute. He can be found on Twitter as @tojarrett.

Rosalind Radcliffe  
**Distinguished Engineer, Chief Architect for DevOps, IBM**

Rosalind is a member of the IBM Academy of Technology and the Academy Leadership team. In her over 30 years in IBM she has worked in many areas in development, test, services, and sales and distribution. She has held responsibilities for: IBM’s SOA Management strategy, Architecture for ITCAM for SOA, User Interface design including standardization across the industry, Services for systems management, and ISPF Development.

John Morello  
**VP of Product, Palo Alto Networks**

John Morello is the VP of Product for container and serverless security at Palo Alto Networks, and the former Chief Technology Officer at Twistlock. Prior to that, John was a CISO at a Fortune 500 global chemical company. Before that, he spent 14 years at Microsoft, in both Microsoft Consulting Services and product teams. He ran feature teams that shipped security technologies in Windows, Azure, and Office 365 and was the lead consultant on several security projects at the White House. John lives in Louisiana with his wife and two young sons. A passionate fisherman and scuba diver, he’s also a long time board member of the Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana.

Darren Murph  
**Head of Remote, GitLab**

As GitLab’s Head of Remote, Darren Murph works at the intersection of culture, process, hiring, employer branding, and communication. He holds a Guinness World Record in publishing, and authored “Living the Remote Dream: A Guide To Seeing the World, Setting Records, and Advancing Your Career.”

Ron Harnik  
**Senior Product Marketing Manager, Palo Alto Networks**

Ron is on the product marketing team for Prisma Cloud, the cloud native security platform from Palo Alto Networks. Ron started out as a network engineer and Cisco certification junkie before he worked his way through various engineering, product and technical marketing roles in the cloud and DevOps world. He joined the leading serverless security startup, PureSec, which was later acquired by Palo Alto Networks to become part of Prisma Cloud. Ron lives in Israel with his wife and his twin girls and feels awkward writing about himself in third person.
SESSIONS

10:00-10:30am
HOW TO ACCELERATE THE PACE OF DIGITAL CHANGE
Emmet Keefe III, Founder, Insight IGNITE, Insight Partners
Emmet B. Keefe III, founder of Insight IGNITE, a digital acceleration program at Insight Partners, the leading scale up software private equity firm provides his perspective on the state of digital transformation within global businesses and the technology that powers change.

10:30-11:00am
PREDICTIONS 2020: DEVOPS
Charles Betz, Lead DevOps Analyst, Forrester
DevOps continues to capture hearts and minds. However, with release speeds slowing, it’s experiencing an inflection point. To succeed, integrated DevOps teams must perceive this inflection point as an opportunity to approach DevOps differently. Join me to lean more about my five DevOps predictions for 2020.

11:00-11:30am
PREDICTIONS ON FUTURE OF CYBERSECURITY
Dr. Chenxi Wang, Managing General Partner, Rain Capital
Join Dr. Chenxi Wang, one of the most influential women in cybersecurity as she shares her predictions on future of cybersecurity, examining today’s threat environment, look at emerging trends —and predicting tomorrow’s—to help businesses get ready for what’s next.

11:30am-12:00pm
BUILDING THE ORGANIZATION OF TOMORROW TODAY
Sid Sijbrandij, Co-founder & CEO, GitLab
The future of work is 100% remote, and GitLab is building the organization of tomorrow, today. Companies willing to harness the power of minds across geographies stand to gain invaluable perspectives and talent. Learn from GitLab co-founder and CEO Sid Sijbrandij as he discusses how other founders and leaders can implement processes to reap the benefits of distributed working.

12:00-12:30pm
THE FUTURE OF DEVSOPS
Mitchell Ashley, CEO, Accelerated Strategies Group
These are not repeats of the typical cybersecurity predictions scattered across Internet blogs and articles. Join industry security and IT expert, Mitch Ashley, as he shares his top five 2020 DevSecOps predictions and performs some myth-busting on two obsolete yet persistent security myths. The old institutional barriers and departmental walls are nearly irrelevant in modern software development happening across departments outside of IT, as cloud services replace traditional enterprise software and infrastructure, and the use of open source is considered a right by developers. Security leaders and experts must embrace DevOps, ramp up their knowledge of containers, microservices, and serverless, while adapting to a world where adoption occurs when developers choose and integrate security tools into their toolchain and pipeline processes.
12:30-1:00pm

TRUSTING THE CLOUD YOU CAN’T TRUST

Mike Bursell, Chief Security Architect, Red Hat

Confidentiality of your data - and your customers' data - is key to maintaining your business. There are all sorts of sensitive data that you may trust on your internal network, but, whether for legal, regulatory or business reasons, you can’t, or shouldn’t, put in the cloud. New hardware techniques around “Trusted Execution Environments” (TEEs) are changing this, and allowing you to deploy sensitive workloads to more places: a truly open hybrid cloud strategy. Find out about the Confidential Computing Consortium, a Linux Foundation project, and about Enarx, an open source project to simplify deployment of those all-too-important workloads.

1:30-2:00pm

PANEL DISCUSSION: 2020 - DEVELOPERS DO SECURITY

Tim Jarrett, Director, Enterprise Security Strategy, Veracode

Shiri Ivtsan, Senior Product Manager, WhiteSource

Andrei Bezdecanu, VP of Engineering, ZeroNorth

Ron Harnik, Product Marketing Manager, Palo Alto Networks

Alan Shimel, CEO & Co-founder, MediaOps Inc. (Moderator)

Amid all the talk of shifting left, mingling the DevOps and Security tribes and how can we do code better, faster and with more quality a funny thing happened. Security vendors are developing security tools for devs and DevOps. The security team still pays for them, but they won’t buy them without Dev and DevOps buy in. What does this mean for 2020? Will we see better "quality (codeword for security)" in our apps? What should security teams be doing to make this happen? What should Devs and DevOps teams do to adopt these new developer friendly tools? Is 2020 the year DevSecOps makes a difference?

2:00-2:30pm

PANEL DISCUSSION: CONTINUOUS DELIVERY IN K8S WORLD

Brendan O’Leary, Senior Solutions Manager, GitLab

Shawn Ahmed, VP of Product Marketing, CloudBees

Tracy Ragan, CEO, DeployHub

Alan Shimel, CEO & Co-founder, MediaOps Inc. (Moderator)

Kubernetes and the containers it manages have totally disrupted the infrastructure world including DevOps. Or has DevOps enabled this K8s disruption? In any event CI/CD will never be the same. New players, new methods and new tools are on the horizon or just rolling out. What can we expect in the CD space in a world dominated by Kube?

2:30-3:00pm

PANEL DISCUSSION: LIES, DAMN LIES & ANALYTICS

Mark Herring, CMO, InfluxData

Dave Link, Founder & CEO, ScienceLogic

Alan Shimel, CEO & Co-founder, MediaOps Inc. (Moderator)
It used to be statistics that could be made to show anything. But today it is analytics. However, 2020 promises to be different. With ML, AI, AIOps, time series data and more will this be the year that analytics rule to road for enterprise IT? Are these new technologies ready for prime time? What will be their impact? What should you be doing to harness the power of these new analytical tools to give your organization the insight and actionable intelligence they need to compete and win in 2020 and beyond.

3:00-3:30pm

**CYBERCRIMINALS WILL HONE IN ON IOT DEVICES FOR SURVEILLANCE AND EXTORTION**

Amit Srivastav, CEO, WootCloud Inc.

IoT devices in use at enterprises and governments such as security cameras, HVAC systems, data centers, conferencing equipment and a myriad of sensors continue to be vulnerable to state actors looking to disrupt operations, to corporate and government espionage and to attackers looking to benefit financially from theft and ransomware. What can you do to secure your organization from such infiltration?

3:00-3:30pm

**THE AGE OF THE CLOUD NATIVE SECURITY PLATFORM**

John Morello, VP of Product, Palo Alto Networks

Cloud native is the 6th generation of enterprise compute (mainframe, mini, x86 bare metal, virtualization, cloud IaaS) but we’re still relatively early in its lifecycle. For all the hype and excitement, many large enterprises have only just begun to understand its potential, much less to move significant portions of their stack to it. At the same time, the technical components are maturing and coalescing around a core set of open source technologies that can be packaged in a variety of forms while retaining that openness and portability. In this session, we look out a few years and imagine how a typical enterprise is using cloud native, what value they get from it, and what we as a community need to do to ensure that happens.

3:30-4:00pm

**PANEL DISCUSSION: WILL SCALING ENTERPRISE DEVOPS BECOME EASIER?**

Rosalind Radcliffe, Chief Architect for DevOps, IBM

Alan Shimel, CEO & Co-founder MediaOps Inc. (Moderator)

Although pockets of DevOps success are common in the enterprise today, a smaller number of companies have been successful at scaling DevOps to drive digital transformation and business value. These leaders are implementing modernization and cloud native development across their hybrid cloud platforms including their business critical mainframe assets. Hear from Rosalind Radcliffe, Distinguished Engineer, and Chief architect for Enterprise DevOps, IBM, as she shares what clients are doing to enable a shared self service common platform leveraging an open toolbox automated to deliver a secure, automated industry standard CI/CD pipeline. Find out their secrets and best practices to deliver not just velocity, but business value for the organization.

4:00-4:30pm

**2020 DIGITAL AGILITY TRANSFORMATION MANIFESTO, FRAMEWORK, AND PREDICTIONS**

Ming Gong, VP & GM, Digital Agility Solutions, UST Global

Enterprises globally continue to invest heavily in digital transformation in order to adapt and thrive in today’s ultra-competitive and dynamic business environment. A key challenge they face is how to sustain and realize significant business value from those investments.
Join Ming Gong — Vice President of Digital Agility Platform and Solutions at UST Global as he shares insights, best practices, and a holistic framework for how companies can develop their organizational agility necessary to compete and seize new business opportunities.

4:30-5:00pm

THE BUILDERS SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH - THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF IT

Alan Shimel, CEO & Co-founder, MediaOps Inc.

The world wants software-based everything. The people who are building the infrastructure, writing the code, testing, deploying and securing this software are demanding that it be open, free and cloud-native. They want to use it for a while before they will invest in the paid, enterprise versions and functionality. But once they do, their organizations buy in. Join me to learn how more businesses will be running on software, how software will be taking over the world and how open source will be taking over software in 2020.

Visit Predict 2020 and take a close look into the future with us!